Control Flow Analysis
Adapted from Lectures by • Control-Flow Graph G = <N, E> • Nodes(N): Basic Blocks • Edges(E): (x,y) ∈ E iff first instruction in the basic block y follows the last instruction in the basic block x -First instruction in y is the target of branch or jump instruction (last instruction) in the basic block x -first instruction of y is next after the last instruction of x in memory and the last instruction of x is not a jump instruction
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Control Flow Graph (CFG)
• Block with the first instruction of the procedure is the entry node (block with the procedure label) • The blocks with the return instruction (jsr) are the exit nodes.
-Can make a single exit node by adding a special node • Algorithm -Make dominator set of the entry node have itself -Make dominator set of the rest have all the nodes -Visit the nodes in any order -Make dominator set of the current node intersection of the dominator sets of the predecessor nodes + the current node -Repeat until no change • Algorithm -Make dominator set of the entry node have itself -Make dominator set of the rest have all the nodes -Visit the nodes in any order -Make dominator set of the current node intersection of the dominator sets of the predecessor nodes + the current node -Repeat until no change 
